
You! Yes, you, platoon leader, are respon-
sible for intelligence preparation of the 
battlefield.

Yet another acronym, you whimper to 
yourself. When will this end? They al-
ready made me the fire-safety officer – 
why am I responsible for something else?

Well, stop whining! This is important! 
Even more important than dental appoint-
ments and putting “how to respond to a 
bomb threat” papers by your telephone 
and posting stickers that remind everyone 
to “turn the lights off to save electricity 
because our budget isn’t getting any big-
ger”!

This article, written by a mouth-breather, 
is for you, a fellow mouth-breather. We’ll 
walk through the steps of IPB and learn 
how it applies to the Armor platoon lead-
er and the company commander’s fight.

IPB is a reference document with two 
parts. First, we’ll discuss how to do IPB; 
second, we’ll look at what the S-2 shop 
needs from you to help with their IPB at 
the battalion level.

What is IPB?
IPB is the “systematic, continuous process 
of analyzing the threat and environment 
in a specific geographic area.” IPB helps 
the commander determine how to apply 
his combat power by determining the 
threat’s most likely course of action and 
describing the environment, and effects of 
the environment, on both friendly and en-
emy forces.

A few ‘take-aways’ based on this defini-
tion:

IPB is a process that is constantly 
happening because each new fact 
can change or help clarify our per-
spective of the battlefield. These 
facts and trends can come from 
reading a newspaper reporter’s ob-
servations or seeing a Raven feed 
or conducting an after-action re-
view after a firefight.
IPB is very similar to what you do 
already during your troop-leading 
procedures. As you analyze mis-
sion, enemy, terrain, troops avail-
able, time and civilians, you’re 
looking at both enemy and terrain.

Full-blown IPB for the battalion is the 
S-2’s responsibility. That’s why he gets 
quick access to secret and sometimes top-

secret databases. Also, it’s why he works 
closely with higher elements (like the bri-
gade S-2) and other enablers (like the bri-
gade’s military-intelligence company or 
three-letter government agencies).

While the S-2 shop is responsible for the 
big picture for the battalion commander, 
the details that matter for you – and the 
judgments that affect how you fight your 
platoon – will need a significant amount 
of input and work on your part. What did 
you expect? In other words, drawing from 
your previous experience, you will need 
to tailor and assess the products you get 
from your S-2 shop and company intelli-
gence-support team.

How do I conduct IPB?
IPB takes place in four steps. Let’s look 
at the steps, and then go into more detail.

First, define the battlefield environment. 
Second, describe the battlefield effects. 
Third, evaluate the threat. And fourth, de-
termine threat COAs.

Hint: use this section as a checklist. Hence 
the boxes.

Step 1: define  
battlefield environment
In this step we identify specific features 
of the environment or activities therein 
that may influence COAs. If we do this 
right, we can save time and effort by in-
tentionally deciding to focus on areas that 
matter – the ones that will affect the com-
mander’s decisions and what the enemy 
will do.

Identify significant characteristics 
of the environment. (For example, 
The Chattahoochee River between 
Fort Benning and Fort Mitchell is 
crossed by only one bridge.)

Geography, terrain and weather
Population demographics (ethnic 
groups, religious groups, age, in-
come, etc.)
Political factors (role of tribes, 
gangs, etc.)
Critical infrastructure (power-
plants, hospitals, etc.)

Identify limits of the command’s 
area of operations and battlespace/
operational environment. 

This is something higher head-
quarters gives you.
Don’t forget to consider the area of 
interest as well (and don’t let this 
become too broad).1

Identify the amount of detail re-
quired based on time available.

Evaluate existing databases and 
identify intelligence gaps.

Your S-2 shop will have some of 
this for you. Don’t forget that open 
sources2 can be of great value for 
this.
Don’t forget that many of your 
gaps can be filled through requests 
for information you send up 
through your CoIST.

Step 2: describe  
battlefield effects
In this step, we look at how the battlefield 
affects, through its effects, both friendly 
and enemy forces. You may need to read 
that sentence twice. When we do this 
right, we help the commander exploit the 
terrain (and weather, politics and econom-
ics, etc.) that best support the operation. 
It also helps the commander know how to 
plan deception operations. Evaluate the 
battlefield from the perspective of the 
threat and from your own as much as pos-
sible. In counterinsurgency operations in 
particular, we look at battlefield effects 
from the perspective of the local popula-
tion, besides that of the enemy and friend-
ly sides.

Terrain analysis

Make sure to identify gaps. You’ve 
identified that bridge, but how 
much weight can it sustain? These 
gaps that you identify help us 
make reconnaissance plans at bat-
talion, company and platoon lev-
els.
Observation and fields of fire
Cover and concealment
Obstacles
Key terrain
Avenues of approach

Terrain’s effects on operations

Identify engagement areas and am-
bush sites
Identify battle positions, objec-
tives, observation posts, etc.
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Weather analy-
sis and effects

Visibility
Winds
Precipitation
Cloud cover
Temperature 
and humidity

Other charac-
teristics

What other 
factors from 
Step 1 – such 
as demograph-
ics and eco-
nomics – are 
going to have a direct affect on 
how you conduct operations in 
your AO? This is where you go 
into detail discussing things like 
how 51 percent of the population 
of Pakistan uses only four cell-
phone companies and this could 
affect our information-operations 
plan if we conduct earthquake re-
lief, etc.

Describe the battlefield effects on 
threat and friendly capabilities and 
broad COAs.

Remember, other countries’ vehi-
cles and weapons systems are af-
fected in different ways than U.S. 
vehicles and weapon systems 
(think about the performance of an 
AK-47 in extreme weather condi-
tions).

Step 3: evaluate threat
This is when you determine the threat ca-
pabilities, doctrinal principles and tactics, 
techniques and procedures. Note that you 
are not yet determining what you think the 
threat will do – you’re making an assess-
ment about what the enemy can do. When 
you do this right, you’re able to effective-
ly evaluate what the threat is capable of 
doing against our forces.

Update or create threat models

Doctrinal template: looking at da-
tabases and an evaluation of past 
operations, determine how the 
threat employs his combat forces. 
This is something the S-2 shop 
will help you with. For this, think 
“org chart.”
Description of preferred tactics 
and options: this goes right along 
with the doctrinal template, but 
you go into more detail about ac-
tual TTPs. For this, think in terms 
of how they conduct battle drills 
and the like. Military and paramil-
itary forces always follow pat-
terns.

Identify high-value targets and 
high-payoff targets: the point of 
identifying HVTs / HPTs is that 
you can determine what to fight 
first and what the threat needs to 
protect for their operations.

Description of threat capabilities: 
go by warfighter function.3 Think in 
terms of what the enemy has and 
what those systems can do. Time per-
mitting, a table can help. (See Figure 
1.)

Step 4: Determine  
threat COA
This final step identifies the likely threat 
COAs that can influence accomplishment 
of the friendly mission. When this is done 
right, the commander will avoid being 
surprised by an unanticipated action of the 
threat.

It might seem like this is the step where 
we take a wild guess. Wrong! Think about 
it. There is only one right answer (what 
the enemy actually does), but if we can 
anticipate, say, 70 percent of that, we’re 
very well prepared.

Based on what we’ve already learned and 
studied about the terrain and weather, as 
well as what the enemy is equipped with 
and what the enemy tends to, there are 
fewer “options” for the enemy than it 
seems. We don’t have to know 100 per-
cent about the enemy to be effective 
enough to win. We just have to know 
enough. Your best guess should never be 
uneducated.

Identify the threat’s likely objec-
tives and desired end state.

Start with a level above your own 
(if you’re fighting a squad, ask 
what the platoon would do).
Objectives and end state are usual-
ly assumptions, so keep that in 
mind.

Beware of mirror-
imaging (other cul-
tures do not think 
like ours).

Identify COAs 
available to the 
threat.

Tie this in to threat 
doctrine and likely 
objectives. 

Think about threat 
COAs that could sig-
nificantly influence 
your mission, even if 
they are less optimal 
for the enemy.4 

Develop each COA in detail.

Needs to pass the FADS test: Is it 
feasible (can it happen)? Is it ac-
ceptable (in terms of risk)? Is it 
distinct (different from the oth-
ers)? Is it suitable (will it meet 
threat objectives)? If the answer is 
yes to all these questions, you 
have a legitimate COA.

Identify initial collection require-
ments.

Think in terms of what you would 
need to know to determine if the 
opposing force was choosing a 
particular COA. If the enemy was 
planning on defending a particular 
hilltop, you’d expect to see fight-
ing positions emplaced. If you 
don’t see said fighting positions, 
you need to look at the other 
COAs of the enemy.
This is where you can do more re-
search on your own5 and send up 
RFIs through your CoIST.

How do I contribute  
to the big picture  
of the battalion?
Great question! Thanks for asking!

You contribute in two ways. 

Debriefs. Debrief reports (Figure 2) are 
critical to the S-2 shop. Without receiv-
ing your perspective on where you went 
(i.e., terrain) and what happened (i.e., 
enemy), your shop won’t be able to get a 
full picture of the AO. Your S-2 shop 
doesn’t have the ability to go on patrols 
as often as you do (although they proba-
bly will embed when they can), so you 
need to serve as their eyes and ears to 
help merge the other intelligence reports 
from other battalions, brigade, division, 
three-letter government agencies and the 
like. What you see and observe matters; 

Figure 1.  A table describing threat capabilities can help you visualize 
what the enemy has and what those systems can do.

Warfighter
function

System Capabilities Strengths Weaknesses Other

Movement and 
maneuver

5x T-72 tanks 40 mph hard-
ball road 

25 mph off-
road 

500-gallon  
fuel tank 

max range of  
250 miles
1x122mm 
cannon

1x12.7mm 
AA gun 
thermal 
sights

4” of steel 
armor

Maintenance 
issues 

Requires  
particular type 
of diesel fuel
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the quality of the S-2 shop’s analysis is 
only as good as what you tell them!

Based on your reporting, the S-2 shop can 
build data (including predictive analy-
sis) on attacks based on particular enemy 
units. And don’t just give them “raw 
data”— please include your own analysis. 
What you think matters; just make it clear 
if you are making an assessment or ob-
servation.

Feedback. The S-2 is a service shop. If 
their analysis isn’t what you need or isn’t 
right, they need to know. Let your CoIST 
know when they’re wrong (and when 
they’re right). If the imagery they provid-
ed wasn’t what you were looking for, or 
was perfect, let them know. If you want 
to see the interrogation summary of the 
guy you captured last week or want to 
make sure he is asked particular questions, 
tell them. They have some great resourc-
es and can tap into much bigger platforms, 
not only at the brigade level but above that. 
Work through your CoIST and they’ll help 
get what you need.
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Notes
1Actual quote from a space-operations of-
ficer at the Military Intelligence Captain’s 
Career Course: “Your AI isn’t just the 
ground outside your AO! It’s 20,000 feet 
up! It’s the sun! And solar flares! You need 
to brief your commander on solar flares!” 
Right.
2About 90 percent of all intelligence is 
readily available through the Internet, 
newspapers, magazines and books. It’s 
the analysis that turns it from data into a 
truly valuable product. If you don’t have 
an opensource.gov account, you should 
open one today. Also, intel soldiers get ac-
cess to more data on this site – remem-
ber that as your CoIST is developed.
3You know: movement and maneuver, 
fires, intelligence, sustainment, command-
and-control and protection.
4For example, think about what happens 
when a soldier is kidnapped while down-

range. Everything stops, and everything 
focuses on recovery. One lost soldier costs 
far more resources for U.S. forces than a 
spectacular attack on a humvee or mine-
resistant, ambush-protected vehicle.
5For example, you can refer to Field Man-
ual 2-01.3, Intelligence Preparation of 
the Battlefield (new); FM 2-19.4, Brigade 
Intelligence Operations; FM 2-91.4, In-
telligence Support to Urban Operations; 
FM 34-8, Intelligence for Commanders; 
FM 34-130, Intelligence Preparation of 
the Battlefield (old); and Training Circu-
lar 7-100, Hybrid Threat.
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Figure 2. 
Sample of a 
patrol debrief 
report.

ACRONYM QUICK-SCAN
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AI – area of interest
AO – area of operations
CO – course of action
CoIST – company intelligence 
support team
FADS – feasible, acceptable, 
distinct, suitable
FM – field manual
HPT – high-priority target
HVT – high-value target
IPB – intelligence preparation 
of the battlefield
RFI – request for information
SIGACT – significant activity
TTP – tactics, techniques and 
procedures


